Rational analyses of memory suggest that retrievability of past experience depends on its usefulness for predicting the future: memory is adapted to the temporal structure of the environment. Recent research has enriched this view by applying it to semantic memory and reinforcement learning. This paper describes how multiple forms of memory can be linked via common predictive principles, possibly subserved by a shared neural substrate in the hippocampus. Predictive principles offer an explanation for a wide range of behavioral and neural phenomena, including semantic fluency, temporal contiguity effects in episodic memory, and the topological properties of hippocampal place cells.
Introduction
Why remember the past? George Santayana famously remarked that 'Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it' [1], and William Faulkner expressed a similar sentiment in Requiem for a Nun: 'The past is never dead. It isn't even the past.' Patterns of recurrence have fascinated historians from Polybius to Arnold Toynbee [2] , and some have tried to harvest lessons from these patterns to guide political decision making [3] . More mundanely, the daily lives of most organisms are structured by cycles of sleeping, eating and other routine activities. At shorter timescales, many events can be anticipated using sensory information from the recent past, giving organisms with memory an adaptive advantage. Thus, memory of the past, spanning vastly different timescales, is relevant for predicting and controlling the future [4 ,5-7] .
Most research on human memory has focused on understanding, at a descriptive level, how information from the past is stored and retrieved, without contemplating the usefulness of this information for future action. However, researchers have increasingly come to appreciate the fact that memory is organized around predictive design principles [8] , evident in multiple forms of memory (semantic, episodic, short-term and procedural). Computational models have formalized these principles mathematically, drawing upon ideas from library science, search engine algorithms, probability theory, and reinforcement learning. Despite this diversity of approaches, we will see that several of them can be unified in terms of a single predictive representation, repurposed (with slight modifications) for the needs of different memory systems. Neural correlates of this predictive representation have been observed in the hippocampus, suggesting a functional explanation for the region's involvement in both retrospective and prospective cognition.
The rational analysis of memory
John Anderson's 'rational analysis of memory' was the first theoretical attempt to explain the structure of memory in terms of beliefs about the future [9,10]. Anderson conceptualized the problem facing memory as one of determining need probability: the likelihood that a particular piece of information will be needed in the future. On the assumption that past need predicts future need, memory can used to produce a forecast. Importantly, because need probability may change over time, this forecast should adapt to the statistics of past experience.
It is worth highlighting here the extent to which this view represents a significant departure from prevailing ideas about episodic memory. The standard view (see [11 ] for a summary) holds that there is a fundamental tension between memory for specific instances (episodic memory) and memory for statistical regularities (semantic memory). In contrast, Anderson's rational analysis posited that episodic memory is structured by statistical regularities. To formalize this idea, Anderson adapted a model of library borrowing, likening memories to books in a library system. The usage of each book is subject to fluctuations, and the task facing the library system is to track these usage statistics in order to anticipate the probability that a book will be needed in the near future. Anderson showed that this model could capture many basic properties of memory, such as spacing, recency, fan and word frequency effects.
Several authors have explored different assumptions about the statistical regularities governing episodic 
